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Abstract
The performance of symbolic inference tasks has long been a challenge to connectionists. In this paper, we present an extended survey of
this area. Existing connectionist inference systems are reviewed, with particular reference to how they perform variable binding and rulebased reasoning and whether they involve distributed or localist representations. The bene®ts and disadvantages of different representations
and systems are outlined, and conclusions drawn regarding the capabilities of connectionist inference systems when compared with symbolic
inference systems or when used for cognitive modelling. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An essential question in connectionist inference systems
research is: `Why should we bother attempting to perform
symbolic inference using connectionist networks?'. It could
be argued that symbolic inference should be left to classical
symbolic Arti®cial Intelligence (AI) systems (such as
theorem provers or production systems), whilst the application of connectionist systems should be restricted to tasks
that they perform best (such as learning function mappings
of noisy or incomplete data). Another approach could be to
just `bolt' together a symbolic inference system and a
connectionist network into a hybrid system which, although
being a non-uniform solution to a problem, solved that
problem nonetheless. However, there are many important
reasons for developing uniform connectionist solutions for
performing symbolic inference, including the following.
² The human capacities for algorithmic reasoning and
abstraction suggest the importance of symbol-based
processing (Buchheit, 1999). Indeed, recent experiments
(Marcus, Vijayan, Rao & Vishton, 1999) suggest that
even human infants may perform rule-based reasoning.
² To demonstrate the power of connectionism as an
alternative paradigm for AI, it must be demonstrated
that connectionist models are fully capable of performing
symbolic reasoning. Therefore, attempts must be made to
* Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-207-320-1307; fax: 144-207-3201717.
E-mail address: abrowne@lgu.ac.uk (A. Browne).

develop these capabilities within entirely connectionist
systems.
² Science seeks to unify theories and explanations, because
in such a process a deeper understanding of the nature of
things can be achieved. In AI, a great variety of models,
techniques, and paradigms have been developed, and it
may be fruitful to unify these different approaches.
² Serial symbolic systems are much too slow to account for
the speed and style of re¯exive and direct reasoning
processes. There is no adequate parallel symbolic system
available for handling these types of reasoning.
Massively parallel connectionist models are more suitable for carrying out such reasoning.
² In many hybrid systems (Chan & Franklin, 1998;
Ghalwash, 1998; Sun, 1995c), while the connectionist
component enjoys being fault tolerant and generalizable,
the symbolic component is brittle and rigid and becomes
the `Achilles' heel' of the system.
To construct solutions for the points outlined above, many
different connectionist systems have been developed. In the
next section, an attempt is made to construct broad
taxonomies of these systems.
2. Classi®cation of connectionist inference systems
It is impossible to precisely classify the wide variety of
existing connectionist inference systems into speci®c
groupings, but a rough attempt can be made depending on
whether or not the systems implement variable binding and
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whether they employ localist or distributed representations.
In the following discussion, the syntax of the Prolog
programming language has been adopted, where variables
are in upper case (such as X) and constants or functors are in
lower case (such as f ).
2.1. The variable binding problem
Some connectionist rule-based reasoning systems avoid
implementing variable binding (see Section 3). However,
many researchers have argued that the ability to perform
variable binding is essential if connectionist systems are
ever to perform complex reasoning tasks (but see Barnden
& Srinivas, 1996). There are several main points to this
argument.
² Variable binding is essential if dynamic structures are to
be created in connectionist systems (Feldman & Ballard,
1992; Sun, 1992). As an example, consider a system that
can reason with Prolog structures representing vehicles
such as `blue cars' and `red motorcycles', the system
must have a method of binding the colour blue with the
vehicle car and red with the vehicle motorcycle, as in:
colour X; blue; vehicle X; car and
colour X; red; vehicle X; motorcycle
² Variable binding is needed to achieve greater
computational power in connectionist systems (Sun,
1992), as without variable binding there must be many
speci®c rules rather than one general rule. For example,
with variable binding there can be one general rule such
as:
dog X ! hairy X; barks X
representing that X is a dog if X is hairy and X barks.
Without variable binding we must have a speci®c rule for
each eventuality that the system may encounter, such as:
dog fido ! hairy fido; barks fido and
dog rex ! hairy rex; barks rex and¼etc:
² Variable binding is essential in modelling human
cognition. For example, it has been argued that it is
necessary for modelling the human language faculty
(Pinker & Prince, 1988) as it imposes constraints on
rule matching needed when modelling certain aspects
of past-tense learning.
One problem that arises is how to handle variables that are
used in rule-based reasoning, that is, variables as arguments
to a predicate in predicate logic or as parameters in production rules, in a connectionist fashion. Dif®culties exist in the
following.

1. How to represent the values of a variable, which can be
changed at any time during reasoning processes due to
the application of a rule.
2. How to transfer such values from a known (stored) fact to
a rule, or from conditions of a rule to the conclusion of a
rule, or from a rule to a fact to be stored (all these types of
transfers are necessary to ensure that correct inference is
performed when variables are used).
There are many solutions to the variable binding problem
(see Browne & Sun, 1999, for a review) and some are
discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
2.2. Localist and distributed representations
Those models using localist representational schemes
(often known as structured or spreading activation
networks) can be broadly divided into two types.
1. Those using a fully localist representation, which is
characterized by representing each concept (in a particular task domain) with a separate node in a network,
implying one node for one concept (i.e. there is a
one-to-one mapping between nodes and concepts).
2. Those using a distributed localist (or modularly
distributed) representation, which uses a set of nodes
for one concept, each of which does the same processing. This implies a set of nodes for one concept (i.e. there
is a one-to-one mapping between sets of nodes and
concepts).
In models using these schemes, every different item to be
represented is mapped onto its own distinctive unit or units
in the network. These models tend to represent knowledge
in structures similar to the semantic network of classical AI,
in which concepts are represented by individual neurons or
units and relations between concepts are encoded by
weighted connections between those units. The activation
level on each unit generally represents the amount of
evidence available for its concept within a given context.
These models address important questions, such as how
connectionist models can deal with discrete, symbolic, and
step-by-step reasoning as well as performing the continuous
mapping, associative retrieval, and constraint satisfaction
characteristics commonly associated with connectionist
models. These models are capable of:
1. carrying out symbolic rule-based reasoning, including
handling the variable binding problem;
2. reasoning in a computationally ef®cient manner (when
implemented on parallel hardware);
3. replacing hybrid models in which a symbolic component
is coupled with a connectionist component; and
4. showing promise in better addressing some symbolic
processing tasks (Sun, 1995b).
Despite the accomplishments of localist connectionist
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models, they have a number of (alleged) shortcomings,
including the following.
² They are incapable of generalization and, therefore,
suffer from the same rigidity problems as traditional
symbolic AI systems (Sun, 1995b), whereas in most
models using distributed representations, the representations are a result of the organization of statistical input
which provides a natural means to capture semantic
similarity (Smolensky, 1995).
² It is dif®cult to apply connectionist learning algorithms to
develop representation automatically (although some
learning algorithms do exist, such as recruitment
learning, Diederich, 1988, 1991).
² Localist models are not robust to noise or damage, unlike
those using distributed representations (Churchland &
Sejnowski, 1992).
² Localist models entail a high representational complexity
as every possible concept needs to be represented
explicitly as an individual node, leading to combinatorial
explosion. Models using distributed representation make
more ef®cient use of representational resources.
² Available evidence seems to indicate that the representation used in biological neural systems are distributed.
Although some of these problems may not be entirely true
(for example, the problems with noise, generalization and
fault tolerance may not be as clear cut as described above,
for a further discussion see Page, 2000), they are still indicative of the need to develop distributed alternatives to
localist models. Localist connectionist models which
perform rule-based reasoning are discussed in Sections 3
and 4. Connections using distributed representations maintain that the correct level at which to model intelligent
systems (including the human mind) lies below the level
of the symbol (see the subsymbolic hypothesis, Smolensky,
1990) and reject the Physical Symbol System Hypothesis of
symbolic AI (Newell, 1980, 1986). There have been many
attempts to de®ne distribution in connectionist representations, such as microfeatures (Hinton, 1990; Hinton,
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986), and coarse coding
(Rosenfeld & Touretsky, 1988). Perhaps the most formal
notion of distribution has been given by van Gelder
(1991) who described distributed representations with
respect to their extendedness and superposition. For a representation to be extended, the things being represented must
be represented over many units or, more generally, over
some relatively extended proportion of the available
resources in the system (such as the units in a neural
network). A representation can be said to be superpositional
if it represents many items using the same resources. Representations in a standard feedforward network can be both
extended and superposed (Sharkey, 1992), as the representation of each input may be distributed over many hidden
units, and each hidden unit may be representing several
inputs. An in-depth discussion of the various de®nitions of
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distribution in connectionist representations would make
this paper too lengthy; for a more extensive elaboration of
these de®nitions, readers are referred to the previous references or Browne and Sun (1999). One could argue that, as
both neural networks and Von-Neumann type physical
symbol systems are both universal Turing machines
(Franklin & Garzon, 1990), at some level of abstraction
there is no distinction between them. However, the key
issue is what constitutes the primitive representation used
by these different systems. This is a pertinent issue, both in
modelling human cognition and in building intelligent
systems. Models of rule-based reasoning using distributed
representations are described in Section 5.
2.3. Other classi®cation schemes for hybrid systems
In another approach to system classi®cation (Sun &
Bookman, 1994), architectures can be divided up into two
broad categories: single-module architectures and multimodule architectures. In both, it is easier to incorporate
prior knowledge into models using localist representations
since their structures can be made to directly correspond to
that of symbolic knowledge. In multi-module systems, there
can be different combinations of different types of constituent modules. For example, a system can be a combination of
localist modules and distributed modules.
Other classi®cation schemes have been proposed.
Medsker's (1994) classi®cation scheme is based on the
degree of coupling between neural and symbolic components (where coupling is the degree of communication
activity between modules in the hybrid system) and makes
no attempt to describe a hierarchy of modules. The classi®cation scheme proposed by Hilario (1997, 2000) classi®es
systems into uni®ed and hybrid approaches where the
uni®ed approach attempts to endow neural networks with
symbolic capabilities so that no distinct symbolic component is required. The hybrid approach integrates separate
symbolic and neural elements using four distinct integration
techniques based upon the ¯ow of data between the modules
and has two degrees of coupling (loosely and tightly
coupled).
Another scheme (McGarry, Wermter & MacIntyre,
1999a) proposes that a classi®cation scheme can be made
with three groups.
1. Uni®ed hybrid systems are those that have all processing
activities implemented by neural network elements.
2. Transformational hybrid systems can transform a
symbolic representation into a neural one and vice versa.
3. Modular hybrid systems are comprised of several neural
network and symbolic modules which can have different
degrees of coupling and integration. The hierarchy of
module con®guration can allow sequential ¯ow of information between modules (i.e. one process must be
completed before being passed on) or parallel ¯ow. In
this scheme, module coupling can take three forms:
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network should re¯ect the structure of the rule set by the
following.

Fig. 1. A connectionist implementation of rules.

passive coupling, when the symbolic and neural components communicate only through a shared data ®le,
so after one component completes its task the results
are placed in a ®le to be read by the other component;
active coupling, which involving having memory/data
structures shared between the neural and symbolic
modules and communication may be bi-directional
allowing feedback to occur between the different
modules; and interleaved coupling, which involves the
neural and symbolic components interacting at a very
®ne-grained level (such as at the level of function calls)
and an external observer would be unable to differentiate
between them.
There is currently a large amount of work being performed
on hybrid systems, and a comprehensive overview is too
large to encompass here. Interested readers are referred to
Sun and Alexandre (1997) and Wermter and Sun (2000).
3. Connectionist inference systems without variable
binding
The idea of implementing propositional logic in connectionist networks was explored early on in the history of
connectionism. For example, McCullough and Pitts (1943)
studied the encoding of simple logical operations in neural
networks, and Collins and Loftus (1975) explored the idea
of spreading activation within networks. Without variable
binding, models can consist of extremely simple production
systems containing no parameters or propositional logic
without arguments to predicates. Suppose there is a set of
rules for determining the classi®cation of certain objects:
table ! phy_obj
chair ! phy_obj
phy_obj ! thing
The set of rules together form a particular structure determined by the connection imposed by the rules between
various concepts (from conditions to conclusions). The
structure stays the same irrespective of any particular
order in which rules are presented, and of the semantics of
the rules and the concepts used in the rules. In order to
implement such a rule set, the connectivity pattern of the

1. Representing each concept mentioned in the rule set with
an individual node in the network.
2. Implementing a rule by using a link to directly connect
each node representing a concept in the condition of a
rule and the node representing a concept in the conclusion of a rule.
3. If two rules reach the same conclusion, two intermediate
nodes should be created, each of which is used in place of
the conclusion of one rule.
4. If there is a negated concept involved, it is represented by
the same node that represents the positive form of that
concept.
5. If a condition is positive and the conclusion is negative,
the link between them should have a negative weight.
6. If a condition is negative and the conclusion is negative,
the link between them should have a positive weight.
7. If a condition is negative and the conclusion is positive,
the link between them should have a negative weight.
In this way, there is a direct, one-to-one isomorphic
mapping between the structure of the rule set and that of
the network.
For the set of rules listed above, a connectionist network
implementation is depicted in Fig. 1. Reasoning in such a
network is carried out by spreading of activation of nodes
representing the conditions of rules to nodes representing
the conclusions of rules. This process starts from externally
activated and clamped nodes (representing initially known
information) and then (if some of them are conditions of a
rule), activation will be propagated to the nodes representing the conclusion of the rule. Furthermore, if some of these
newly activated nodes in turn are the conditions of other
rules, the activation will be further propagated to simulate
application of these rules. This process continues until no
more nodes can be activated. If weighted-sum computations
are used in each node of the network for determining the
activation of the node based on inputs received, the resulting
activation in each node can be viewed as an accumulation of
evidence to determine the con®dence in the conclusion
which the node represents. This is accomplished through
®rst weighing each piece of evidence (with respect to each
concept in the condition of a rule) by multiplying it with a
numerical weight for each input that represents the con®dence (in relation to the corresponding concept) and then
summing all the products:
X
al t 
wj ij t
j

where l is any node in the network, a denotes the activation,
and ijs are inputs received. Thus, the most commonly used
weighted-sum computation in connectionist models is a
simple way for performing evidential reasoning. Other
commonly encountered node computations can also be
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Fig. 2. A connectionist implementation of precise logic rules.

used, such as radial basis functions for implementing fuzzy
logic rules (Peterson & Sun, 1998).
In certain situations, logical reasoning may need to be
carried out precisely, without involving evidential or
fuzzy reasoning. Precise (propositional) logic rules can be
implemented using the approach outlined above. For
example, propositional Horn clause logic consists of single
concepts, such as p, and rules such as p1p2´ ´´pn ! q. The
concept in the conditions of a rule can be in negated form
(e.g. : p1), but the conclusion must be in positive form. To
implement such logic, weights are assigned from (all the
nodes representing) all the conditions of a rule to (the
node representing) the conclusion of the rule in a way that
ensures the total weight (the sum of the absolute values of
all the weights) is 1, and the threshold of (the node representing) the conclusion of the rule is assigned the value of 1.
If a condition is positive, then the corresponding weight is
positive, otherwise a negative weight is assigned. In this
way, the activation of a node will be either 1 or 21, depending on whether the weighted-sum of the inputs is greater
than or equal to the threshold. For example, supposing there
is the following rule:
abc ! d
a connectionist implementation is as shown in Fig. 2.
Problems with this approach include how to handle
reasoning involving multiple instances of the same rules
and how to handle distinct instances that should be treated
differently. One approach is to set up multiple copies of the
rule, each of which takes care of one particular instantiation.

Fig. 3. Implementing rules in a connectionist network with multiple instantiations.
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In a rule set that contains multiple rules and where the
conclusion of one rule is the condition of another, care
must be taken in handling the chaining of rules, where
the conclusion reached from one rule is the condition in
another rule. With multiple instantiation of rules, there is
a need to implement each valid pair of ®rst rules and second
rules, in order to enable all valid inferences to be drawn. The
implementation is shown in Fig. 3. Maintaining separate
chains is necessary if multiple objects can be present at
the same time and if there is a need to keep track of each
of them.
It is possible to calculate the computational complexity of
this implementation. Supposing there are a1 instantiations of
the condition of the ®rst rule, c1 instantiations of the conclusions of the ®rst rule, a2 instantiations of the condition
of the second rule, and c2 instantiations of the conclusion
of the second rule. Then there will be a1c1 instantiations of
the ®rst rule, and a2c2 instantiations of the second rule.
The total number of instantiations can be as high as
a1a2c1c2. The example above is based on a simple chain of
two rules, but is suggestive of the kind of complexity inherent when there are a large number of rules, some of which
may form long chains. Connectionist inference systems
implemented without variables also lack expressive
power. For example, it is dif®cult to express relations, especially high-order relations (or n-ary relations in general).
Without an adequate representation of relations, there is
no way to form transient associations and structures dynamically (which are needed in most reasoning situations). An
example of this would be the handling of a complex structured object or the remembering of a sentence with its
original structures intact. Without the use of variables it is
also impossible to avoid interference (i.e. cross-talk) of
multiple conjunctive concepts (Feldman & Ballard, 1992).
Despite the inherent problems with localist models, many
researchers have used them for performing inference.
Models include one by Derthick (1988) who translated
logical constraints into energy functions and used them to
implement a subset of the language KL-ONE. A modi®ed
Hop®eld network was used by Narazaki and Ralescu (1992),
with inference realized by a minimization of the energy
function using a relaxation method which avoids local
minima by having pertubation which is automatically triggered when the solution has fallen into a local minimum.
Pinkas (1995) developed a connectionist inference engine
capable of representing and learning propositional knowledge. Using densely connected networks (such as Hop®eld
networks and Boltzmann machines) Pinkas performed
symbolic constraint satisfaction to perform nonmonotonic
reasoning, coping with inconsistent facts and unreliable
knowledge sources. A radial basis function network has
been used by Raghuvanshi and Kumar (1997) in which
inductive learning takes place using an error based
heuristic adaptation rule. Their model can perform inference
with con¯icting knowledge and perform abduction and
deduction.
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Fig. 4. A connectionist network for backward-chaining reasoning where
` 1 ' indicates enabling and ` 2 ` indicates blocking.

4. Localist connectionist inference systems with variable
binding
The following systems are examples of early localist
implementations of rule-based reasoning using variable
binding, which demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.
² Parallel logical inference (Ballard, 1986) has been
performed to implement a restricted form of resolution
(see Section 5.2) using a parallel relaxation algorithm and
simple terms consisting of unitary constants or variables.
All possible variable substitutions were prewired using
hand-coded weights, with incompatible ®ndings being
represented by units being connected with inhibitory
links. This need for prewiring restricts the applicability
of the model severely, as if arbitrary function symbols are
allowed the set of possible substitutions becomes in®nite
and so cannot be prewired. Another localist connectionist
system for performing resolution has been constructed by
Lima (1992).
² A connectionist uni®cation and inference system has
been developed by HoÈlldobler (1990a,b) which can
perform Horn clause logic on logical terms of ®xed
width and having a ®xed depth of nesting of arguments.
² The Role Binding and Inferencing Network (ROBIN)
(Lange & Dyer, 1989) is a hybrid localist spreadingactivation inference system which handles dynamic
variable bindings using a mechanism similar to markerpassing. In this model, the terms used are just simple
constants and variables. Each constant has a unit in the
network that has a uniquely identi®able value called its
signature; bindings are formed by passing these
signatures around the network.
² Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1990) perform backwardchaining rule-based reasoning with ®rst-order predicate
logic (see Section 4.2).
² An analysis is presented of how to perform generic rulebased reasoning in connectionist models by Sun (1989),
and the work addresses a number of important, but often
neglected, issues in performing such a task. The analysis
has been extended in CONSYDERR (Sun, 1992), an
architecture integrating rule-based and similarity-based
reasoning. This system can accommodate variable binding and inference with functional terms, and the author

suggests how some of the localist nodes could be represented in their own distributed representational space by
implementing them using conventional three layer feedforward networks (see Section 4.1).
² Barnden (1989) takes a different tack on the problem of
performing rule-based reasoning. Instead of having rules
wired-in ahead of the time and in ®xed forms, his system
can dynamically construct representation during the
reasoning process. Any particular representation used at
a particular moment is transient, constructed on the basis
of the resource constraints and other system-dependent
considerations.
² Net-Clause-Language (NCL) (Markov, 1991) is a neural
network tool which integrates some connectionist and
some classical symbolic processing features in a uni®ed
computational environment. It cannot be considered to be
a purely connectionist system as the processing elements
do not perform simple numeric calculations. In addition,
the network connections, rather than propagating activation values, propagate complex data structures. This
system is best seen as a symbolic system which uses
some connectionist ideas to organize its computation in
a more ¯exible way. Similarly, INFANT (Buchheit,
1999) is a symbolic-like system where nodes contain
propositional fragments, that also organizes some of its
computations in a connectionist-like way.
In the following sections two of these models are investigated in greater depth, the sign propagation model of Sun
(1992) and a synchronous activation model (Shastri &
Ajjanagadde, 1990).
4.1. Sign propagation
There must be some way of assigning values to variables
dynamically during the reasoning process and passing such
values from one variable to another. There are a variety of
ways (for an overview see Browne & Sun, 1999), the
simplest of which is sign propagation. This was ®rst
proposed in Lange and Dyer (1989); Sun (1989), and further
developed in Sun (1992); Sun and Waltz (1991). A separate
node is allocated for each variable associated with each
concept. For example, in ®rst-order predicate logic, each
argument of a predicate is allocated a node as its representation. A value is allocated to represent each particular object
(i.e. a constant in ®rst-order logic) and, thus, is a sign of the
object which it represents. A node may take on an activation
value as a sign in the same way as in conventional connectionist models. However, this activation value represents a
particular object and is merely a pointer. This sign can be
propagated from one node to other nodes, when the same
object which the sign represents is being bound to other
variables from the application of a rule. Consider an
example (adapted from Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1990):
X; Y; Zgive X; Y; Z ! own Y; Z
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X; Ybuy X; Y ! own X; Y
X; Yown X; Y ! can_sell X; Y
A network can be constructed for representing these rules
and reasoning with them, as shown in Fig. 4.
For each predicate in the rule set, an assembly (of nodes)
is constructed. The assembly contains k 1 1 nodes if the
corresponding predicate contains k arguments. Each node
in the assembly represents one particular argument of the
predicate (the argument nodes), except one node, which
represents the predicate as a whole (the predicate node).
The argument nodes handle the binding of the corresponding arguments, whilst the predicate node computes as its
activation the con®dence (certainty) measure of an entire
instantiated predicate. If there is a rule containing a condition (such as give(X, Y, Z)) and a conclusion (such as own(Y,
Z)), corresponding nodes are connected in the assembly
representing the condition and in the assembly representing
the conclusion. In this process, the corresponding predicate
nodes are always linked, so that the second predicate node
can calculate the con®dence for the second assembly based
on the con®dence of the ®rst assembly (its logical antecedent) represented by the activation of the ®rst predicate
node. For the argument nodes, an argument node in the
®rst assembly is linked to those argument nodes in the
second assembly that have the same name as the originating
argument node in the rule being implemented. If there are
multiple conditions in a rule, the predicate nodes of all the
assemblies that represent the conditions of the rule are
linked to the predicate node in the assembly representing
the conclusion. A weighted-sum can be used in the receiving
predicate node for evidential combination. To perform
forward-chaining inference, the assemblies that represent
known facts are activated, then activations from these
assemblies will propagate to other assemblies to which the
initial assemblies are connected. Further propagation will
occur when those newly activated assemblies pass on their
activations to other assemblies downstream. This process
will continue until all the assemblies that are reachable
from the initial assemblies are activated. There are two
kinds of activation that are propagated. One kind is the
con®dence measure (evidential support) of a corresponding
predicate (which is passed between predicate nodes), and
the other is the sign (a pointer) used for representing an
individual object (which is passed between argument
nodes). Both types can be represented as a real number
within a pre-de®ned range (such as between 1 and 21).
These two kinds of activation are completely different
and, thus, have separate pathways, implying there are two
different types of weights. One type is for weighing
evidence, and the other is for mapping (or passing around
information about) an object. However, these two types
of activations and two types of weights are treated in
the same way in such networks, thus ensuring the simplicity
and uniformity of the models. For backward-chaining, a
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hypothesis must be proven based on known facts. For
example, in answering a query, the query is treated as a
hypothesis and an attempt is made to prove it with
known rules and facts. The process is as follows: initially
an attempt is made to match the hypothesis with the
conclusions of existing rules; if a match is found the conditions of the matching rule are used as a new hypothesis;
if this new hypothesis can be proven, the original hypothesis is also proven. This process repeats until all of the
hypotheses are proven. For example, to prove that mary
can sell a particular book: can_sell(mary, book1), the
predicate is matched with the conclusion of the rule:
own X; Y ! can_sell X; Y. With this match, an attempt
is made to prove a new hypothesis: own(mary, book1),
because if the latter can be proven the former follows
immediately. Assuming that the fact that Mary owns
book1 is already known: own(mary, book1), the new
hypothesis is matched exactly and proven, consequently
the original hypothesis can be proven. To implement
backward-chaining with assemblies, in addition to the
predicate node another node is needed in an assembly
for indicating whether a node is being considered as a
hypothesis: the hypothesis node. To simplify this discussion, binary (true/false) cases are considered initially. To generate hypotheses backwards, the direction
of the link between two hypothesis nodes across two
assemblies should be reversed (i.e. the opposite of the
direction of the corresponding rule), but the direction of
the link between two predicate nodes across two assemblies
should remain the same (the direction of the rule). The
purpose of hypothesis nodes and links connecting them
is to generate new hypotheses backwards, whilst the
purpose of predicate nodes is to prove hypotheses generated in the forward direction (and, thus, in the opposite
direction of hypotheses generation). To start backwardchaining inference, the predicate nodes are activated of
all the assemblies representing known conditions (but they
do not propagate activation). Then, the hypothesis node of
the assembly representing the hypothesis to be proved is
activated. This node will propagate activation through backward links to generate new hypotheses. If a hypothesis node
is activated in an assembly where the predicate node is
already activated (i.e. the assembly represents a known
fact), the (backward) activation ¯ow of the hypothesis
node is stopped and the activation ¯ow of the predicate
node is started (in a forward direction) to activate the predicate nodes of the assemblies where the activation to the
current hypothesis node is from. This forward activation
¯ow continues to activate the predicate nodes of the assemblies on the path from the original hypothesis to the hypothesis that matches the known fact, in the opposite direction of
hypothesis generating activation ¯ow. Thus, there are two
passes involved, a backward pass and the other a forward
pass. The system should be constructed as follows.
1. A hypothesis node can propagate activation to other
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² Forward predicate nodes are used to propagate activation in a forward direction from a condition of a rule to
the conclusion.
² Backward predicate nodes are used to propagate activation in a backward direction from the conclusion of a
rule to a condition.

Fig. 5. A network utilizing phase synchronization for variable binding.

assemblies in a backward direction as long as there is no
activated predicate node in these other assemblies.
2. A predicate node can propagate activation to other
assemblies if and only if these other assemblies have
activated hypothesis nodes.
To implement this policy, some gating or the use of
conjunctive links is necessary (see Fig. 4). Where rules
have multiple conditions, when the conclusion of a rule is
matched with a hypothesis, multiple new hypotheses
corresponding to all of the conditions are generated simultaneously with backward propagation. Later (during
forward propagation), the activation from all of these
conditions together activates the predicate node of the
conclusion (weighted-sum computation can accomplish
this as described above). It is also possible to carry out
both forward- and backward-chaining inference simultaneously in one system. In this case, the known facts are
activated and the network run to obtain all plausible
conclusions. Rules are treated as specifying associations
between conditions and conclusions, simultaneously in
both directions. Notice that here rules are not implemented in a strict logical sense as circular reasoning is
not excluded. To perform forward- and backward-chaining
simultaneously, instead of a hypothesis node and a predicate node in an assembly, two predicate nodes are used
(a forward predicate node for forward-chaining and a
backward predicate node for backward-chaining). Once
a forward predicate node in an assembly is activated, the
backward predicate node is activated. Once a backward
predicate node is activated, the corresponding forward
predicate node is activated. The two nodes contain the
same con®dence measure for the predicate they represent,
but if both are activated from separate sources the larger
activation value prevails. These two nodes are used in
different ways.

The propagation along both directions occurs at the same
time, from the initial activation of known facts. One
problem with such a network is that some of the activated
nodes may quickly rise to saturation level because of
mutual (bi-directional) reinforcement. One way to control
activation is to use a global inhibition node that measures
at each moment in time the overall activity level of the
network (by receiving activations from all of the predicate
nodes), and then inhibits all predicate nodes by an equal
proportion. That is:
P
wj ij t
j
al t 
ag t
where l is any predicate node in the network, g is the
global inhibition node, and a denotes activation. Global
inhibition allows the activation of the nodes in each
assembly to re¯ect their true con®dence measure, i.e. the
evidential support received from input lines. This model is
parallel at the knowledge level and allows any number of
variables to be implemented, however its complexity is
high. Based on the ideas explained above, a formal treatment of variable binding with sign propagation is presented in the Discrete Neuronal (DN) model formalism,
®rst proposed in Sun (1989) and further developed in Sun
(1992); Sun and Waltz (1991). This model is a generalization of conventional connectionist models, aiming at
resolving some dif®culties inherent in these models
(such as variable binding) by removing some unnecessary
restrictions. The generalization in this formalism extends
over several dimensions, such as internal states, differentiated outputs and temporal responses. However, there is
insuf®cient space in this paper to explain this model at depth,
for an in-depth treatment see Browne and Sun (1999).
4.2. Temporal synchrony
One way of dealing with variable binding in connectionist
systems is to use temporal aspects of node activation, in
addition to or substituting the use of instantaneous activation values. Phase synchronization can be used by allowing
different phases in an activation cycle to represent different
objects involved in reasoning, and representing variable
binding by the in-phase ®ring of nodes. The connectionist
inference system SHRUTI (Ajjanagadde & Shastri, 1989,
1991; Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1990) can represent a
restricted number of rules with multi-place predicates.
There are three different types of nodes in SHRUTI (see
Fig. 5):
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² circular nodes, which ®re in a particular phase when they
are activated in that phase;
² triangular nodes, which ®re in all of the phases of a cycle
when they are activated in that phase; and
² pentagonal nodes, which ®re in all of the phases of a
cycle when they are activated in all of the phases of a
previous cycle uninterruptedly.
The same inference as used in Section 4.1 is used to show
backward-chaining in this system. A predicate with k
arguments is represented by a pair of pentagonal nodes
and k circular nodes. One of the pentagonal nodes is equivalent to the hypothesis node in the sign propagation method
discussed above, the other pentagonal node is equivalent to
the predicate node. All of the k circular nodes are equivalent
to the argument nodes. The pentagonal node representing
the hypothesis is used in the backward pass, whilst the
pentagonal node representing the predicate is used in the
forward pass. The hypothesis pentagonal nodes related by
a rule are connected in a backward direction (the opposite
direction of a rule) and the predicate pentagonal nodes are
connected in a forward direction (the direction of a rule).
Circular nodes of the predicates involved are connected in a
backward direction (the opposite direction of a rule) as in
Fig. 5. In this example, the known fact is give(john, mary,
book1). When the hypothesis nodes are activated by a query,
activation ¯ows backwards to those hypothesis nodes that
represent the conditions of a rule that has the original
hypothesis as its conclusion. These hypothesis nodes represent new hypotheses, which once proven can be used to
prove the original hypothesis. Each circular node for an
argument of a predicate that represents a known fact
is gated by the node representing the object (constant) to
which the circular node (representing the argument) is
bound. If these nodes ®re in the same phase, the gate will
transmit activation. If such links pass on activation, the sum
of these activations will activate the predicate pentagonal
node of the assembly (showing that the hypothesis represented by the assembly is proven). Such an activated predicate pentagonal node will propagate activation in a forward
direction to other predicate pentagonal nodes in
other assemblies. In Fig. 5, the original hypothesis is
can_sell(mary, book1). The hypotheses own(mary, book1)
and give(john, mary, book1) are then generated. After
give(john, mary, book1) is proven with the gating system
described above, it is possible to use the forward ¯ow of
activation between respective pentagonal nodes to prove
those hypotheses that generate this hypothesis, namely:
own(mary, book1) and can_sell(mary, book1). The triangular nodes are used to implement constraints, such as the
constraint when implementing p(X) ! q(X, a) that its
second argument must be a. This can be achieved by a
gate that will allow activation to pass if and only if both
the circular node representing the argument and the circular
node representing the constant a ®re in the same phase.
More recently, SHRUTI has been extended in a number
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of ways (Shastri, 1999; Shastri, Grannes, Narayanan &
Feldman, 1999; Shastri & Wendelken, 1999). Other
researchers (Bailey, Chang, Feldman & Narayanan, 1998;
Cohen, Freeman & Wolf, 1996; Lane & Henderson, 1998;
Park, 2000; Park, Robertson & Stenning, 1995) have used
architectures similar to SHRUTI for modelling tasks such as
human syntactic processing, language acquisition and
attention shifting. Hummel and Holyoak (1998) have used
a synchronous activation approach to model analogical
inference, whilst Ajjanagadde (1991, 1993) has worked on
the problem of abductive reasoning and also pursued an
alternate set of representational mechanisms (Ajjanagadde,
1997).
4.3. Constructing localist rule representations dynamically
Due to their associative nature and the computational
ef®ciency resulting from parallelism, the methods discussed
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 may well capture re¯exive
non-deliberative reasoning in which the immediate association and instant response are required. However, one
common shortcoming of the methods discussed is that
they use a pre-wired static representation that cannot be
changed dynamically. It is often necessary to be able to
construct representation on the ¯y, and to modify the
constructed representation whenever a change occurs. This
is especially true for deliberative (non-re¯exive) reasoning
(Hadley, 1990). One way to overcome this is to build localist representation `on the ¯y', without pre-assigning each
node to represent a particular (®xed) concept. This can be
called transiently localist representation, since each node in
a network represents a particular object at a particular
moment in time, but can be used to represent a different
object at a different moment in time. The ®rst method to
attempt this was described by Barnden (1989). In this
model, a working space is needed that will hold the representation constructed. One method to achieve this is to use a
two-dimensional array of nodes, such as an array of `registers'. Each register is a connectionist network with a ®xed
set of representational nodes, which contains a set of ¯ags
(which can either be on or off) and a symbol. A symbol or a
¯ag is an activation vector in the register network. However,
it can simply be viewed as a sign in a single node. A symbol
can be used to denote an object in the domain, predicate or a
logical connective (i.e. a `class' as it is called in this model).
A ¯ag is used to denote the role of a particular symbol
(which is stored in a register along with the ¯ag) in the
representation (whether it is an argument to a predicate or
whether it is a symbol for a particular representation). Some
particularly useful ¯ags are class and instance ¯ags, and
those that denote arguments of a predicate: arg1, arg2,
etc. Representation in this model is set up with two techniques. One is physical adjacency (of neighbouring registers)
to form clumps. The other is the use of the same symbol
to link different clumps of representations together (if they
are part of a representation for a structured piece of
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Fig. 6. Representing give(john, mary, book1) with adjacent registers for
give(class), W(instance), john(arg1), mary(arg2), and book1(arg3).

information). For example, to represent a predicate such as
give(john, mary, book1) a clump can be created by assigning
a number of adjacent registers to represent each of the
following: give(class), W(instance), john(arg1), mary(arg2),
and book1(arg3). Here, in each pair the ®rst word is a
symbol, and the word in the parentheses is a ¯ag associated
with the symbol (see Fig. 6). The representation should be
interpreted as: W is an instance of give(john, mary, book1).
However, the representation of a single item can be made
up of several clumps. For example, to represent :
give(john, mary, book1) two clumps can be created by
dividing the representation into two. One clump contains a
set of registers for the following: give(class) W(instance),
john(arg1), mary(arg2), and book1(arg3), and the other

clump contains the following: not(class), Z(instance), and
W(arg1). In the same way as before, in each pair the ®rst
word is a symbol and the word in the parentheses is a ¯ag
associated with the symbol (see Fig. 7). The representation
can be interpreted as: W is an instance of give(john, mary,
book1), and Z is an instance of notW, which means that Z is
an instance of : give(john, mary, book1).
The dynamic construction of such representation is
accomplished by a hard-wired specialized network along
with the help of the array of registers. The actual work of
construction is performed through a sequence of `command
signals', which are initiated by the special network and are
sent to all the registers in parallel. Each register can respond
to the signals in speci®c ways based on its own ¯ags and the
¯ags of its neighbouring registers. Each command signal
can specify as part of the signal a number of conditions
which each responding register has to satisfy, regarding its
¯ags and/or its neighbouring registers' ¯ag. A command
signal can also specify that only one of all the responding
registers will be selected for a task. The selection can be
accomplished by a temporal winner-take-all (Barnden &
Srinivas, 1992). This is useful for selecting an area in the
array to create a clump to represent a predicate. To create a
clump, a command signal ®rst chooses a set of free registers
away from existing clumps in the array, sets up the main
symbol to be represented (i.e. the predicate symbol), and
then sets up its ¯ags as appropriate. Subsequent command
signals then set up symbols and ¯ags for each adjacent
register. The details of each register subnetwork and the
command signal generator network will not be expanded,
since they can be realized in various ways and the particular
way they are implemented is not important.
5. Connectionist inference systems using distributed
representations
Distributed representations can be divided into those
which use modularly distributed representations (where
each symbol may be represented within a group of units)
or globally distributed (where the same representation space
is used for all symbols).
5.1. A model using a modularly distributed representation

Fig. 7. Representing not give(john, mary, book1) with two clumps of adjacent registers for give(class), W(instance), john(arg1), mary(arg2), and
book1(arg3).

Some localist models (Barnden, 1989) can also be viewed
as distributed, because each symbol in the system is an
activation vector (a vector of the activation values of a
particular set of nodes). These activation vectors are
allocated to represent symbols when a representation is
constructed and is propagated and matched with other
representations (i.e. other activation vectors). Such ®nely
modular distributed models are very close to localist models
in that a simple transformation is possible to turn one type
into another by mapping an activation vector (a set of
activation values of a number of nodes) in modularly
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Fig. 9. Implementing a DN node in conventional connectionist networks.

Fig. 8. Mapping between modularly distributed representations and
localist representations where a is (a1, a2, ¼, an), b is (b1, b2, ¼, bn), and
c is (c1, c2, ¼, cn).

distributed models into an activation value in localist
models and vice versa (see Fig. 8).
Referring to the localist connectionist rule-based
reasoning model discussed in Section 4.1, it is possible to
transform it into a modularly distributed model. Recall that
in the model, assemblies containing a type of complex node
(called DN nodes) are used, that can perform extensive
processing (i.e. more than just weighted-sum computation).
If each of these nodes can be turned into a small network of
simple connectionist nodes (computing only weighted-sum
or sigmoid functions), and if each input/output value of
these complex nodes can be represented with an activation
vector, this will be modularly distributed connectionist
model. To achieve this:
1. consideration needs to be taken of a mapping between an
input/output value of a complex node and an activation
vector of a network of simple nodes;
2. the question must be addressed of how to carry out input/
output mapping (i.e. the action function of a DN node);
and
3. questions must be addressed of how to represent states in
the DN formalism and then how to carry out the state
transition function of a DN node.

It has been shown that a multi-layer recurrent connectionist
network of conventional nodes can achieve this (Giles &
Omlin, 1993a; Giles, Miller, Chen, Chen, Sun & Lee, 1992),
where a group of nodes represents the current state and
separate groups of nodes represent all input/output lines,
and all the groups of nodes can propagate their activations
through sets of links. A recurrent MLP maps the current
state and current inputs to a new state (represented by
another group of nodes) and outputs (represented by yet
another group of nodes). The new state is fed back (through
some delay elements) as the new current state to the network
in the next cycle. This helps the network to decide (along
with the current inputs) which state to enter next and what to
output next. This cycle can completely implement the functionality of a DN node. With DN nodes replaced by a
network of conventional nodes, it can be seen that assemblies are a set of these networks (interconnected as
explained in Section 4.1), and a complete network for
rule-based reasoning is a set of such assemblies, as shown
in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows a network that implements the rules used in
earlier examples.
5.1.1. Compilation of rules into networks
In small examples such as that given above, it is easy to
work out mappings used in predicate nodes and in argument
nodes for carrying out variable binding. However, with
large rule sets, it is not easy to do this; what is needed is a
systematic procedure for building up a network to carry out
rule-based reasoning. A procedure has been constructed to
build a network automatically when given a set of rules
(each of which comes with weights). This procedure
involves the Compilation of Fuzzy Evidential Logic into
DN Network (CFELDNN) (Fuzzy Evidential Logic is
explained in more depth in Section 6). This procedure is
restricted to forward-chaining reasoning, and to the distributed pattern propagation and sign propagation methods for
variable binding. In this procedure, three different types of
assemblies are used (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 10. A modularly distributed network for rule-based reasoning.

² Ordinary assemblies, which compute weighted-sums of
inputs and pass bindings for the variables.
² OR assemblies, which compute the maximum of inputs
and select one set of bindings out of many using this
maximum.
² Complex assemblies, which are similar to ordinary assemblies except that they perform checking and uni®cation.
As before, it can be assumed that each node has a set of intraassembly inputs and a set of inter-assembly inputs. Likewise,
each node has a set of intra-assembly outputs and a set of
inter-assembly outputs. In addition, it is assumed that there
is no recursion in the rule set (that is, the rule set is acyclic). It
is also assumed that rules come with weights attached. The
main bottom-up procedure for compilation of a set of rules
into a network is as follows:
SET-UP-RULE-NET:
Initialize the rule set to include all the rules to be implemented.
Repeat until the set is empty:
Choose
a
rule
p1 X1 p2 X2 ¼pn Xn  !
q Xuw1 ; w2 ; ¼; wn  to work on, if there is no rule in
the set that has pi as the conclusion.
Identify all the existing assemblies for pi, i  1, 2, ¼, n,
if there are none (with the same binding requirement),
make one.

Identify all the existing assemblies for q, if there are none
(with the same binding requirement), make one.
If there is only assembly for each pi and there is no
in-link to q, link each pi to q, assign weights to each link.
If there are in-links to q, link pis to an intermediate
assembly, then or-link this assembly with the existing
q to a new q assembly which assumes all the out-links
of q, and assign weights as appropriate.
If there are multiple assemblies for pi, or-link all assemblies for the pi to an intermediate assembly, then link
that intermediate assembly to q, and assign weights as
appropriate.
Delete from the set the rule implemented.
The procedure for setting up each individual assembly is
described in Browne and Sun (1999); Sun (1992). A brief
explanation is as follows.
² For an ordinary assembly, the predicate node receives
intra-assembly inputs from argument nodes, computes
weighted-sums of inter-assembly inputs, and sends a
simple signal to argument nodes. Its functionality can be
fully determined by the mappings speci®ed above which
can be implemented as a MLP that maps strings to numerical values and Á to 0.
² For an OR assembly, the predicate node computes the
maximum of inter-assembly inputs, and the computation
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However, the modularly distributed representation used in
the model described above does not meet van Gelder's
(1991) criteria of `superposition' and `extendedness' of representation. Fully distributed connectionist inference systems
such as those outlined in the rest of this section do meet
these criteria. Touretzky and Hinton's DCPS (1988) uses a
globally distributed representation (i.e. the same representational space for all symbols), but has some limitations. Only a
limited form of production rules are allowed in the model,
where there is only one variable and it appears in the ®rst
position of both the condition sides of the inference rule,
and anywhere in any of the action side of that rule. The
model is further restricted in that it assumes that at any time
only one hypothesis of a rule matches the contents of working
memory. Although the representation of the symbols in the
system is distributed, rules must be performed in a serial
fashion (as they must ®rst be `extracted' by the settling of
the Boltzmann Machine onto the `symbol surface' and then
executed). Because of this, the only kind of parallelism that
exists in the system is below the level of rules (in the mechanism for implementing rules) limiting any potential gains available from parallelism. It is not clear how this model can be
extended and enhanced to handle more complex rule representation issues, since it is already very complex. No suggestions have been made as to how the system may be modi®ed
to cope with variables appearing in other positions, or how the
matching of variables present in rules against variables present
in WM could be performed. Another model, RUBICON
(Samad, 1992) is a connectionist rule-based system that
does allow for a variable number of expressions in the left
and right hand sides of each rule.
5.2. Performing resolution with a distributed representation

Fig. 11. The three types of assemblies, where C denotes a predicate node
and X denotes an argument node: (1) an ordinary assembly; (2) an OR
assembly; and (3) a complex assembly (for equality checking and other
tasks).

can be carried out by a MLP. Each argument node chooses
one binding out of many based on the maximum activation
in the predicate node, this can also easily be implemented
using a MLP. Intra-assembly communications can be taken
care of along with the basic functionalities above.
² Complex assemblies perform constraint checking and/or
uni®cation (and other operations). From the discussion
above, it is clear that they can be implemented using
MLPs based on the mappings speci®ed.
This model uses a modularly distributed representation, in
which each variable has its own separate representational
space and is a good way of avoiding interference and
cross-talk (cf. Shastri and Ajjanagadde's (1990) analysis of
cross-talk in Touretzky and Hinton's (1988) model).

Resolution (Robinson, 1965b) is a powerful formal
inference method. A system using resolution can infer
new facts and relationships from given facts and relationships, hence resolution is more powerful than simpler
reasoning approaches such as Herbrand instantiation
(Shapiro, 1991). There are many examples of symbolic
resolution-based inference systems such as the reasoning
performed by the Prolog inference engine (which has a
resolution-based theorem prover at its heart) and many
practical applications of resolution, including the design
and validation of logic circuits (Kabat & Wojcik, 1985).
Resolution can be thought of as being a generalization of
the transitivity rule `from a implies b and b implies c,
deduce that a implies c'. Logical implication a ! b is
logically equivalent to the clause : a _ b, so it can be
shown from the two clauses a _ b and : a _ c that b _ c.
This implies that by using two clauses that contain a
complementary pair of literals (where one is a negation of
the other) a third clause can be deduced and the complementary pair disposed of. A mechanical process (Nilsson,
1971) can be used to reduce logical expressions that involve
universal quanti®ers, existential quanti®ers and implication
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Fig. 12. Complete uni®cation network. Autoassociator A produces distributed representations of two input terms. Autoassociator B produces distributed
representations of uni®cation results. Network C maps distributed representations from hidden layer of A to hidden layer of B.

symbols to a set of clauses. A variable binding process
called uni®cation is used in tandem with resolution. For
example, the resolution p(X) and p( : a) requires the binding X  a as this would produce the desired contradiction.
Resolution based theorem provers successively apply uni®cation followed by the `cut rule' (Hogger, 1990). This rule
states that it is possible to remove an atom if it occurs at
opposite sides of two clauses then merge the resultant
clauses into a new one, i.e. from p ! q and q ! r it is
possible to deduce p ! r. A query to the theorem prover
is formulated as a negative clause (i.e. when asking `a'
this is formulated as ` : a'). By successively applying uni®cation and the cut rule, the theorem prover attempts to
generate the empty clause.
The connectionist resolution model outlined here
(Browne, 1998b) built on a previous model that performed
uni®cation of (®xed width) nested terms and included the

occurs check (Browne & Pilkington, 1995; Browne & Sun,
1999). There is insuf®cient space in this paper to discuss the
uni®cation system in detail; readers seeking further
explanation are referred to Browne and Sun (1999) for a
comprehensive explanation, and to Weber (1992, 1993)
for explanations of other methods of performing uni®cation
with distributed representations. In the uni®cation system
used (Fig. 12) the symbolic representations of preuni®cation term pairs and uni®cation results (taken from
HoÈlldobler, 1990a) were transformed into distributed representations on the hidden layers of autoassociators.
Autoassociator A in Fig. 12 produced distributed representations of input term pairs, whilst autoassociator B produced
distributed representations of the uni®cation results.
Symbolic representations presented to the input autoassociator consisted of 9216 pairs of logical terms.
A four layer feedforward neural network (network C in
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of the network consisting of sigma±pi units (Rumelhart,
Hinton & Williams, 1986), connected by weighted connections to the units represented the distributed pattern of
activation stored in the database prior to performance of the
resolution step. The sigma±pi units were connected to an
output layer representing the database contents after the
resolution step had been performed. A form of gating was
performed by the sigma±pi units, in that they allowed the
®rst section of the network to gate the outputs of the network
in such a way that the network could produce the following
outputs.

Fig. 13. Cut rule network. Distributed representation of uni®cation results
from output layer of network C is supplied as input together with distributed
representation of term from database. Result of feedforward network
mapping allows sigma±pi units to gate database and reproduce representation of term at output if resolution is performed, or set all output units to 0
indicating term has been removed from database.

Fig. 12) mapped the distributed representations of preuni®cation terms produced by input autoassociator A to
the distributed representations of uni®cation results produced by target autoassociator B. The distributed representation representing the uni®cation results was read off the
output layer of network C and presented as input to a second
network for resolution step to be attempted (Fig. 13). This
network had two sections:
² a section that made a decision based on the similarity of
two distributed patterns of activation that it was
presented with; and
² a section that performed the cut rule.
This network took two distributed patterns of activation as
inputs, the distributed pattern of activation representing the
uni®cation results read from the output layer of network C,
and a distributed pattern of activation representing a term
stored in a database. These database terms were identical to
the representations of post-uni®cation results taken from the
hidden layer of network B. The outputs of this ®rst section
were connected via weighted connections to the second part

² If the post-uni®cation pattern of activation taken from the
output layer of network C and the database pattern of
activation were similar (i.e. where the distributed
representations of a term and its complement were
present) the ®rst section of this network was trained to
generate 0 at all of its outputs.
² If the post-uni®cation pattern of activation taken from the
output layer of network C and the database pattern of
activation were not similar (i.e. they did not represent a
term and its complement), the network was trained to
generate 1 at all of its outputs to signify the cut rule
should not be performed.
² If the two distributed patterns of activation were not
judged to be similar, the cut rule was not performed.
The distributed pattern of activation present at the database inputs of the network was reproduced at its outputs,
indicating that the term was still present in the database.
To check the performance of the resolution network, the
distributed patterns of activation generated at its outputs
were decoded through the hidden-to-output layer weights
of autoassociator B. Then, the symbolic outputs generated
were compared with their expected values to discover
whether resolution had been performed correctly.
The uni®cation network correctly uni®ed 97% of the
novel terms pairs presented to it, whilst the resolution
network correctly resolved 82% of the novel distributed
representations passed to it from the output layer of network
C. This was an acceptable level of generalization as the
probability of the correct output being produced by either
network at random was 1 in 2 21 (as there are 21 binary
output units representing the correctly decoded term).
Less than 100% performance is typical of connectionist
systems trained by gradient descent. Whether this is important depends on what the system is being used to model. As
a replacement for a symbolic theorem prover, this level of
performance would not be acceptable, whereas from a
cognitive modelling viewpoint it may be acceptable as
humans often give less than 100% correct performance.
The performance of the resolution network was worse
than the uni®cation network, this can be explained as it
was attempting resolution on the `noisy' distributed representations generated on the output layer of network C. These
(real numbered) representations will not be 100% accurate,
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and this inaccuracy inevitably affected the resolution
process. Conceivably, a distributed connectionist `cleanup' network for transforming the distributed representation
output by network C to the nearest representation formed on
the hidden layer of network B could reduce these errors.
In its current form, the model performs only a single
resolution step, in most proofs many such steps are required
for useful inference. To do this, the system would have to
incorporate a database containing the distributed representations of several terms (robust to the deletion of these
terms). In addition, in a chain of inference often one of a
series of resolution steps will fail, forcing the system to
retrace its steps and then attempt a different series of
resolutions. This entails the provision of a backtracking
mechanism in the model. It is possible that some form of
recursive auto-associative memory (Pollack, 1988) could
provide the stacking facility required by backtracking. A
form of overall control mechanism would have to be
provided to control the series of resolution steps attempted.
It is possible a ®nite-state machine could provide a solution
(Giles & Omlin, 1993a; Giles et al., 1992). Many problems
are computationally inef®cient to solve by relying on a
single inference rule such as resolution. However, resolution
has led to the development of inference rules that are
effective in these situations, such as hyper-resolution
(Robinson, 1965a), unit resolution (Henschen & Wos,
1974) and paramodulation (Robinson & Wos, 1981). In
the future, it would be interesting to construct a connectionist inference system using distributed representations to
perform these inference rules.
5.3. Tensor product representations
The representation of variable-sized structures in connectionist networks has been a challenge to connectionists.
Many connectionist systems (such as those described in
Section 5.2) have a limited set of inputs and can only
cope with a limited level of recursion (i.e. nesting of term
structures). Because of this, the set of input patterns
(variables, constants and terms) that can be correctly generated and processed often need to be completely speci®ed
when the network is constructed. Recursive connectionist
architectures using distributed representations, such as
RAAMs (Pollack, 1988), XRAAMs (Lee, Flowers &
Dyer, 1990), LRAAMs (Sperduti, 1995), SRAAMs (Callan
& Palmer-Brown, 1997) and BRAAMs (Adamson &
Damper, 1999) exist. However, the width and depth of
embedding of the structures represented within them are
limited. Tensor product based systems are one way of avoiding this restriction. In this form of representation, structures
(such as logical terms) can be represented by a set of slots
(roles or attributes) and ®llers (values). The use of tensor
products allows a set of variable-value pairs to be represented by accumulating activation in a ®xed-size collection
of units. For example, a set of variable-value pairs Var_1,

val_1 and Var_2, val_2 is represented by:
Var_1 ^ val_1 1 Var_2 ^ val_2
where ^ represents the tensor product operation. If a
variable is represented by an m-dimensional vector and a
value by an n-dimensional vector, the tensor product of this
variable and value is an m £ n matrix of units. New variablevalue pairs are superimposed over this matrix of units,
allowing recursive structures to be constructed `on the ¯y'
of a size only bounded by the graceful saturation properties
of the network. The use of tensor products for variable
binding was proposed by Smolensky (1990). A connectionist implementation of production systems using tensor
products that extended the work of Touretzky and Hinton
was discussed in Dolan and Smolensky (1988) (although
this model still suffers from the restriction on variables
found in DCPS and is serial at the rule level). Whilst this
model used role-®ller bindings, other tensor-based models
have used symbol±argument±argument bindings (Halford,
Wilson, Guo, Gayler, Wiles & Stewart, 1994; Wiles,
Halford, Stewart, Humphreys, Bain & Wilson, 1992) to
perform analogical inference. In these schemes, multiple
predicates can be stored and one component of a predicate
(the variable or the value) can be retrieved given the remaining components. A predicate is represented by the tensor
product of all its components, for example the representation of the predicate brother_of( fred, sam) would be:
brother_of ^ fred ^ sam
Tensor product representations can represent certain properties of relations that do not seem to be possible for
SHRUTI's synchronous activation approach (Halford,
1993a). A relation r(A, B, ¼, n) can be handled by a tensor
product of rank n 1 1, and this tensor not only represents the
predicate±argument bindings but also the interactions
within the structure. For example, the tensor product representation of r(A, B, C) represents the in¯uence of C on r(A,
B), the in¯uence of B on r(A, C) and the in¯uence of A on
r(B, C). The synchronous activation approach used by
SHRUTI can handle slot-®ller bindings, but it does not
appear to be able to represent these higher-order relations
that are important to complex concepts. There is also
evidence that tensor product based models show stronger
systematicity of inference than conventional feedforward
or recurrent networks (Halford, Wilson & Phillips, 1998;
Phillips, 1998; Phillips & Halford, 1997). However, one
problem with tensor product based systems is their space
requirements, they require an exponentially increasing
number of elements to represent bindings.
5.4. Inference systems using novel recursive representations
Novel representational schemes such as Holographic
Reduced Representations (HRRs) (Plate, 1991, 1995,
2000), Binary Spatter codes (Kanerva, 1998) and the
Braid operator (Gayler, 1998) have been proposed as a
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way of avoiding the exponential space requirements of
tensor product based representational schemes, and have
the ability to represent nested structures in ®xed-width
vectors. HRRs are constructed by using a form of vector
multiplication called circular convolution and decoded
using correlation (the approximate inverse of circular
convolution). The convolution of two HRRs results in
another HRR encoding the information in the two original
HRRs. This third HRR is not similar to either of the two
HRRs it was constructed from, although the original component HRRs can be regenerated by decoding the third HRR
using correlation. A role-®ller (variable-value) binding is
generated by circular convolution ( p ), for example to
bind the role lover to the person john this would be
lover p john, and to bind the role is_loved to the person
mary this would be is_loved p mary. Propositions are
encoded by the superposition of role-®ller bindings, for
example the predicate loves(john, mary) is represented by:
loves 1 lover p john 1 is_loved p mary
The representations of fundamental entities such as roles
and labels are based on random activation patterns with
zero mean and a Gaussian distribution. Representations of
semantically similar entities (such as mary and john) are
composed of a base type (such as human) and random identifying patterns that are unique. When decoding HRRs the
resulting vectors are noisy, and are recognized using the dot
product operation to ®nd the nearest matching vector. When
HRRs are convolved or superposed the dimensionality of
the resulting dimension vector is the same as the original
vectors, so they avoid an explosion in the size of representations as the structures represented by the system become
more complex. This property, together with the fact that
some of the information in the original HRRs is lost on
encoding (i.e. the new HRR does not contain all the information present before encoding) allows these representations to be considered to be `reduced' representations as
de®ned by Hinton (1990). Connectionist systems using
HRRs have been used to perform analogical inference
(Eliasmith & Thagard, 2001; Plate, 2000). Other novel techniques for generating distributed representations (with
insuf®cient space to detail it here) are context depending
thinning (Rachkovski & Kussul, 2001) and linear relational
embedding (Paccanaro & Hinton, 2000).
6. Representing fuzzy inference in connectionist systems
Connectionist models appear to have some relationship
with fuzzy logic as both deal with the inexactness of real
world situations, using numerical values that can change in
correspondence with the change in certainty of real world
situations. The question is: `How can the two be merged in
order to unify them and to utilize the strengths of both?'.
One way to accomplish this aim is to map one paradigm
onto another (preferably in a simple and direct way). This
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section presents a simple mapping of weighted-sum connectionist models in terms of fuzzy inferences. In the following
subsections, a simple fuzzy logic Fuzzy Evidential Logic
(FEL) is de®ned and then implemented it in connectionist
networks, see Sun (1989, 1992); Sun and Waltz (1991).
6.1. A propositonal fuzzy logic
Propositional FEL is a direct reformulation of the
weighted-sum connectionist models in logical terms. Here
are some de®nitions.
² A fact is an atom or its negation, represented by a letter
(with or without a negation symbol) and having a value
between a lower bound and an upper bound. The value of
an atom is related to the value of its negation by a speci®c
method, so that knowing the value of an atom results in
immediately knowing the value of its negation, and vice
versa. For example, a, : a, x, and m are all facts.
² A rule is a structure composed of two parts: a left hand
side (LHS), which consists of one or more facts, and a
right hand side (RHS), which consists of one fact. When
facts in the LHS get assigned values, the fact in the RHS
can be assigned a value according to a weighting scheme.
When the value of the LHS of a fact is unknown, zero is
assigned as its value. For example, abc ! d is a rule, and
a weighting scheme associated with it indicate the value
of d once the values of a, b, and c are known.
² A weighting scheme is a systematic method for assigning
a weigh to each fact in the LHS of a rule, with the sum of
the absolute values of all weights less than or equal to 1.
It also determines the value of the fact in the RHS of a
rule by a threshold (if thresholds are used) by using
weighted-sum of the values of the facts in the LHS (i.e.
an inner product of a weight vector and a vector of values
of the LHS facts). When the range of values is continuous, then the weighted-sum is passed on if its absolute
value is greater than the threshold, or 0 if otherwise.
When the range of values is binary (or bipolar), then
the result will be one or the other depending on whether
the weighted-sum (or the absolute value of it) is greater
than the threshold (usually the result will be 1 if the
weighted-sum is greater than the threshold, 0 or 21 if
otherwise). For example, a weighting scheme for the
rule above is: w1  0.3, w2  0.3, w3  0.4. The value
of d, which is between a pair of bounds [l, u] (e.g.
[21, 1] or [0, 1], depending on the value ranges of
a, b, and c) is calculated by their weighted-sum: i.e.
d  w1 a 1 w2 b 1 w3 c.
² A conclusion is a value associated with a fact, and is
de®ned here recursively. In using this de®nition and the
procedure for calculating conclusions implied by the
de®nition it is possible to restrict the structure of theories
allowed in order to avoid circular reasoning by doing the
following.
² For each rule having that conclusion in its RHS, obtain
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conclusions of all facts in its LHS (if any fact is unobtainable, assume it to be zero). Then calculate the value of the
conclusion in question using the weighting scheme.
² Take the MAX of all these values associated with that
conclusion calculated from different rules or given in
initial input.
Here are some further de®nitions:
² An implementation of FEL is a network of elements
connected via links, where each element represents an
atom and its negation (there is a one-to-one mapping
between an atom, including its negation, and an element).
There are links that represent rules, going from elements
representing facts in the LHS of a rule to elements representing facts in the RHS of a rule.
² An element is a structure that represents one and only one
fact (including its negation) and has multiple sites, each
of which receives a group of links that represents one
single rule (i.e. links from facts in the LHS of the same
rule).
This implementation of FEL is, in fact, a connectionist
network where elements are nodes in a network, and rules
are de®ned using links. There are links emanating from
nodes representing conditions in a rule to nodes representing
the conclusion in a rule, and weighted-sum computation is
carried out within each site of a node for computing and
propagating activations (i.e. for evidential combination in
reaching conclusions based on given conditions). Activations from different sites of a node are MAXed, corresponding to the previous de®nition of conclusions.
In terms of dynamics, inferences in FEL can also be
easily mapped to connectionist networks. In FEL, no particular order is speci®ed in which inferences should be
performed, so any appropriate order can be used. The
network implementation of FEL can be viewed as performing a parallel breadth-®rst search reasoning, with all the
links that are applicable taking effect at the same time and
activation ¯ows propagating in all directions. Details of
implementations are beyond the scope of this paper. For
formal proofs of correctness and other implementation
details, see Sun (1995a,c).
FEL can handle some simple, but important, logics as
special cases. Such generality is necessary to ascertain the
usefulness of FEL and, consequently, the adequacy of
connectionist networks in capturing logical inferences.
Firstly, it is shown how FEL can simulate Horn clause
logic (Sun, 1995a). A binary FEL is a reduced version of
FEL, in which values associated with facts are binary, the
sum of weights (each of which is positive) in each rule is 1,
and all thresholds are set to 1. The binary FEL is sound and
complete with respect to Horn clause logic. The binary FEL
is sound and complete with respect to Horn clause logic
(Sun, 1995a,c). In addition to Horn clause logic, it can be

shown that FEL can emulate one of its extensionsÐ
Shoham's Causal Theory (CT) (Sun, 1995c).
The connectionist model presented above can be viewed
as an implementation of the propositional FEL, whilst the
sign propagation method for variable binding presented in
Section 4.1 can be viewed as a suitable implementation of
predicate FEL. The logical correctness of the sign propagation variable binding method as an implementation of FEL
can be established (Sun, 1995a,c).
Other researchers have investigated the relationship
between fuzzy and connectionist modelling, including a
fuzzy neural logic network which attempts to model a
Prolog-like fuzzy inference system (Ding, The, Wang &
Liu, 1996) and a model that can encode directly structured
knowledge in a fuzzy neural network and perform incremental learning (Machado & da Rocha, 1997). Fuzzy
rules have also been used in connectionist production
systems (Kasabov, 1994; Kasabov & Shishkov, 1993). A
thorough overview of fuzzy neurocomputing can be found
in Magdalena (1997).
7. Extraction of inference rules
Many attempts have been made to extract symbolic
IF±THEN rules from connectionist systems. Gallant's
connectionist expert systems (Gallant, 1988) and Matrix
Controlled Inference Engine (MACIE) (Gallant & Hayashi,
1990) are two early models where expert system rules are
extracted from a neural network. Many other rule extraction
techniques followed, mostly applied to extracting rules from
MLPs (Ampratwum, Picton & Browne, 1998; Baba, Enbutu
& Yoda, 1990; Benitez, Castro & Requina, 1997;
Bochereau & Boutgine, 1990; Fletcher & Hinde, 1995;
Goh, 1993; Ishikawa, 2000; McMillan, Mozer &
Smolensky, 1993; Saito & Nakano, 1988; Sethi & Yoo,
1994; Setiono, 2000; Shavlik & Towell, 1989; Taha &
Ghosh, 1997; Thrun, 1995; Yeung & Fong, 1994; Yoon &
Lacher, 1994) with a smaller number applied to Kohonen
networks (Ultsch, Mantyk & Halmans, 1993), recurrent
networks (Giles & Omlin, 1993b) and radial basis function networks (McGarry, Wermter & MacIntyre, 1999b).
The difference between the approaches to rule extraction
can be categorized (Tickle, Maire, Bologna, Andrews &
Diederich, 2000) as that between `decompositional' and
`pedagogical' approaches. Decompositional approaches
involve analysing weights and links to extract rules, with
some requiring specialized weight modi®cation algorithms
(Shavlik, 1994) or network architectures such as an extra
hidden layer of units with staircase activation functions
(Bologna, 2000). Pedagogical approaches treat the network
as a `black box' and extract rules by observing the relationship between its inputs and outputs, and because of this are
general purpose in nature and can be applied to any feedforward network (Craven & Shavlik, 1997). Some of
methods lead to the extraction of rules that involve fuzzy
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grades of membership calculation (Hayashi, 1991; Mitra &
Hayashi, 2000).
A typical approach to rule extraction is that of Fu (1994)
who proposed an exhaustive search based algorithm to
extract conjunctive rules from MLPs. To ®nd rules, the
learner ®rst searchers for all the combinations of positive
conditions that can lead to a conclusion. Then, with a
previously found combination of positive conditions, the
learner searchers for negative conditions that should be
added to guarantee the conclusion. In the case of threelayered networks, the learner can extract two separate sets
of rules (one for each layer) and then integrate them by
substitution.
An alternative form of rules exists, the N-of-M form.
Rules in this form state: `If N of the M conditions, a1, a2,
¼, am, is true, then the conclusion b is true'. It is argued
(Towell & Shavlik, 1993) that some concepts can be better
expressed in such a form, and they also help to avoid the
combinatorial explosion in tree size found with IF±THEN
rules. A four-step procedure is used to extract such rules, by
®rst grouping similarly weighted links, eliminating insigni®cant groups, and then forming rules from the remaining
groups through an exhaustive search. The following steps
are performed.
1. With each output node, form groups of similarly
weighted links.
2. Set link weights of all group members to the average of
the group.
3. Eliminate any groups that do not signi®cantly affect the
output value.
4. Optimize biases (thresholds) of all output nodes, using
the backpropagation algorithm, while holding links
weights constants.
5. Form a rule for each output node, using the weights and
threshold of the rule.
6. If possible, create an N-of-M rule.
These rule extraction algorithms are meant to be applied at
the end of the training of a network. Once extracted, the
rules are ®xed; there is no modi®cation on the ¯y, unless
the rules are re-extracted (starting anew) after further training of the network. On the other hand, in CLARION (Sun &
Peterson, 1998), is an agent that can extract and modify
rules dynamically. In this model, connectionist reinforcement learning and rule learning work together simultaneously. Extracting and modifying rules dynamically is
computationally less expensive because it minimizes the
search necessary and helps the agent adapt to changing
environments by allowing the addition and the removal of
rules at any time. In doing so, CLARION avoids examining
the details of the network from which rules are extracted.
Instead it focuses on the behaviour of the network. Speci®cally, if some action decided by the bottom level is successful then a rule is extracted that corresponds to the decision
and the rule is added to the rule network. In subsequent
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interactions with the world, the extracted rule is veri®ed
by considering the outcome of applying the rule. If the
outcome was not successful (as measured by a criterion),
then the rule should be made more speci®c and exclusive of
the current case. If the outcome was successful, an attempt
is made to generalize the rule to make it more universal.
This process is determined by an information gain criterion
which measures the success of a rule application. As well as
being a useful technique for understanding what a particular
network has learnt, rule extraction can be helpful when a
link between the neural and symbolic components is
required in hybrid architectures (McGarry et al., 1999a;
Wermter & Sun, 2000).
8. Comparisons between models using localist or
distributed representations
Comparisons can be made between different representational schemes used to perform connectionist symbolic
inference. Localist representations are popular with many
researchers in this ®eld, partially because they are easy to
interpret, as the activation value of a node in a localist
connectionist system is semantically interpretable. One
signi®cant problem of distributed representations is that
they can be dif®cult to interpret. Because of its superposed
and extended nature, the distributed pattern of activation
representing a concept cannot be easily labelled.
Techniques do exist which attempt to interpret distributed
patterns of activation, including statistical techniques
(Bullinaria, 1997, rule extraction techniques (Andrews,
Tickle, Golea & Diederich, 1997) and generalized effect
analysis (Browne, 1998a; Browne & Picton, 1999), but
these are obviously more complex than simply recording
the activation of a node in a localist connectionist representation. In addition, training times in distributed connectionist systems can be extensive, and it can often be dif®cult to
achieve 100% correct performance.
As the representations in localist connectionist systems
are localized, they can be thought of as symbolic systems.
However, in these models processing is typically carried out
not by some form of inbuilt theorem prover as seen in classical AI, but by the massively parallel ¯ow of activation
values between units.
In a classical symbolic AI system, an entity is given an
arbitrary label that distinguishes it from other entities. For
example, nothing about an entity labelled dog makes this
entity more closely related to the concept of `dog' than to
the concept of `tree'. There is nothing about the entities
themselves that indicates their meaning because they get
their designated meaning only because of how the system
interprets them. In a localist connectionist system an entity
may be arbitrarily designated or it may be learnt using a
learning algorithm such as recruitment learning (Diederich,
1988, 1991). In contrast, a semantic entity in a distributed
connectionist system is a distributed pattern of activity with
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a microsemantics (Dyer, 1990), because it has an internal
pattern that systematically re¯ects the meaning of the entity.
The entity representing the concept `dog' will in some way
be closer to the internal representation of a concept such as
`cat', and in some way more removed from a concept such
as `tree'. In this way, distributed connectionist representations carry their own meaning, and this gives them ability to
generalize on encountering novel input. A novel example
being presented to the network and fed through the appropriate weights and activation functions will be systematically given an appropriate representation. The internal
structure of this representation will be relatively similar to
the structure of representations of objects to which this
example is semantically similar in relevant aspects, and
quite different from the structure of semantically different
objects. Symbolic systems and localist connectionist
systems often generalize poorly on encountering novel
input (Sun, 1995c) (but as a counter to this see Page,
2000). This generalization ability constitutes a signi®cant
advantage of distributed representations over symbolic or
localist representations.
Although many connectionist models are not realistic
implements of biological neural networks (for a discussion
see Crick, 1989), models using distributed representations
are more neurobiologically realistic than localist connectionist or symbolic AI models (Smolensky, 1995).
9. Problems with connectionist inference systems
There are many problems with connectionist systems
(Browne, 1997), but two major problems suffered by
connectionist systems using localist or distributed representations to perform inference are described below. These
problems are not suffered by symbolic AI systems.
9.1. Limits on the productivity and width of representations
The productivity of a system refers to the ability of
that system to generate and correctly process items from
an in®nite set. With reference to inference, this refers to
the processing of a (potentially) in®nite number of variables and constants or functors (potentially) up to in®nite length. Because of the possibility of nesting of
arguments, computational structures such as terms with
other terms nested inside them can be produced. The
size of these structures cannot be predetermined before
the run-time of a system. The property of productivity
is displayed by symbolic systems which can produce
and process an (almost) in®nite set of terms from an
(almost) in®nite set of symbols using recursive structures with an (almost) in®nite level of embedding
(only being limited by physical constraints such as
memory size). Most connectionist systems have a
limited set of inputs and can only cope with a limited
level of recursion (i.e. nesting of term structures).
Because of this, the set of input patterns that can be

correctly generated and processed often need to be
completely speci®ed when the network is constructed.
Recursive connectionist architectures using distributed
representations, such as RAAMs (Pollack, 1988),
XRAAMs (Lee et al., 1990), LRAAMs (Sperduti,
1995), SRAAMs (Callan & Palmer-Brown, 1997) and
BRAAMs (Adamson & Damper, 1999) exist, however
the width and depth of embedding of structures represented within them are limited by the precision of
implementation, and they cannot produce in®nitely
larger or deeper structures. The tensor product, HRR
and other novel representations discussed in Sections
5.3 and 5.4 can be modi®ed dynamically as the network
is performing its processing. However, there are limitations that interfere with the representation of structures
using vectors or real numbers. The precision with which
real numbers can be implemented will affect the representation, together with the fact that the more deeply
nested the components of recursive structures the more
degradation by noise when encoding and decoding these
structures. Whether this is a serious limitation on
connectionist systems depends on the task they are
being used for. If the task is to emulate the properties
of a symbolic inference system (such as a theorem
prover), this limitation is serious. However, if the task
is that of modelling human cognition this may not be
such a serious limitation. The representation of recursive structures is intimately related to the competence/
performance issue in cognitive science (MacLennan,
1993). Cognitive science often distinguishes between
an idealized theoretical competence (under which the
embedding of structures is unlimited) from the observed
performance (which is limited in the observed depth).
There is evidence that humans exhibit a limit on the
depth of recursion they can process (Dyer, 1995). This
is indicated by the dif®culty that humans have in understanding sentences containing more than a certain level
of embedding. Other evidence relates to the number of
elements in a representation (i.e. the width of the representation) that humans can successfully deal with,
where the number of elements in a representation
affects the level of relation that the representation can
represent. The number of elements can be thought of as
the number of facets of a situation that can be viewed
simultaneously. There is considerable evidence (Halford,
1993b; Halford et al., 1998) that most humans can
reason using representations with at most ®ve elements,
such as a predicate (the ®rst element) with four arguments (the four other elements). The psychological existence of the processing of rank six representations (such
as a predicate with ®ve arguments) by humans is speculative, and if it exists it probably does so only for a
minority of adults. This implies that insofar as matching
human cognitive capacity is the goal, a network using
distributed representations would only have to process
a limited arity. In addition, the graceful degradation
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observed when inference systems using distributed
representation have to process deeply embedded structures is much closer to observed human performance
than the hard limit imposed by (for example) stack
size in a symbolic AI system. Thus, connectionist
systems can provide more realistic models of observed
human cognitive processing.
9.2. Representing structural systematicity
Structural systematicity leads to the ability of a system to
correctly process inputs that it has never encountered
before. There are a number of different de®nitions of structural systematicity. Three levels of systematicity from weak
to strong were de®ned by Hadley (1992), but the most
precise de®nition, using six levels of systematicity, has
been given by Nicklasson and van Gelder (1994). These
levels are as follows.
1. Where no novelty is present in the inputs presented to the
system. Every input presented to the system has already
been encountered (for example in the training phase of a
connectionist system).
2. Where novelty is present in the inputs, but all the
individual arguments in these inputs have at some time
appeared in the same positions in inputs previously
encountered by the system.
3. Where the inputs contain at least one example which has
an argument in a position in which it has never before
been encountered by the system. For example, a connectionist system could be trained on a selection of input
patterns in which a particular symbol was never present
in the ®rst argument position of the patterns used for
training, and then tested on a set of patterns where that
symbol was present at that argument position.
4. Where novel symbols appear in the new inputs presented
to the system.
5. Where there is novel complexity in the new inputs
presented to the system. To display this form of complexity, a connectionist system would have to be capable of
being trained on patterns with n inputs in the training set
and then correctly process patterns with n 1 1 inputs in
the test set (this is related to the arguments discussed in
Section 9.1).
6. Where the test set contains both novel symbols and novel
complexity.
Symbolic AI inference systems can display all these levels
of systematicity as they are not dependent on the makeup of
a training set to form their representations. Hence, they can
generate and process new items whilst only being restricted
by physical constraints, such as the size of available
memory resources. Localist connectionist systems are not
usually dependent on the makeup of a training set to form
their representations, and so easily cope with tasks involving up to the third level of systematicity described above,
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but because of the problems outlined in Section 9.1, have
problems displaying the fourth and higher levels because
any recursive representation in the network has to be
constructed to a pre-speci®ed depth, unlike the (potentially
almost in®nite) recursive representation provided with
symbolic systems.
Connectionist systems using distributed representations
are heavily dependent on the makeup of the training set
used to develop these representations, hence they often do
not display systematicity beyond the second level described
above. However, in performing simple logical operations
with a system using distributed representations (Niklasson
& van Gelder, 1994) systematic performance of a neural
network both when exposed to novel inputs and when
exposed to inputs appearing in novel positions has been
demonstrated (i.e. up to the fourth level above). However,
there is evidence (Phillips, 1998) that inference systems
based on standard feedforward and recurrent networks
may never be able to reach the top level of systematicity
described above. However, it may be that systems based on
tensor products or HRRs will achieve this. 1
10. Conclusions
It has been argued that connectionist systems may well
offer an opportunity to escape some of the problems of
symbolic AI, only if ways can be found of instantiating
the sources of power displayed by symbolic systems within
connectionist systems (Smolensky, 1988; Sun, 1995b,c). At
least in the case of inference, connectionist systems have
not as yet matched the power of symbolic AI inference
systems. However, any attempt to match the capabilities
of a symbolic theorem prover using a connectionist system
may be a misguided attempt to tie connectionist systems into
a `symbolic straightjacket'. Connectionist systems may well
give better models of the (limited) inference capabilities of
the human mind. In addition, connectionist systems have
unique advantages. For example, they generalize better to
unexpected or noisy inputs than symbolic AI systems. For
complex tasks, some form of hybrid system (Sun &
Bookman, 1994; Wermter & Sun, 2000) combining the
capabilities of connectionist and symbolic AI components
may be more appropriate.
New theories of representation are being developed.
While some of these theories attempt to link symbolic AI
and connectionist representations (Smolensky, Legendre &
Miyata, 1992) in a description that applies to both, other
theories try to subsume both types of representation within
a higher level theory such as dynamical systems theory (Port
& van Gelder, 1995). In the future, we hope that from these
1
Hadley has achieved the top level of Niklasson and van Gelder's hierarchy and satis®ed his own criteria of strong systematicity with a connectionist model (Hadley & Cardei, 1997), but this model has some symbolic
components and so cannot be said to have achieved the highest levels of
systematicity in a connectionist way.
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theories will spring new types of more powerful and ¯exible
representation for building better intelligent systems as well
as for modelling human cognition.
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